Synchrotron and neutron laminography for three-dimensional imaging of devices and flat material specimens
Introduction
Computed tomography (CT) is a three-dimensional (3D) imaging method well established at large scale facilities [1] . For compact or prolate specimens (i. e. long objects) extending more or less isotropically away from the rotation axis, CT is able to yield artefact-free reconstructed crosssections. Laterally extended (i. e. flat, plate-like) specimens, however, are much less amenable to CT since reliable projection data cannot be acquired from angles where the plate is oriented parallel to the irradiation direction.
Computed laminography (CL) was introduced at synchrotron imaging set-ups [2] to overcome this limitation in specimen geometry. Despite being much less common in the materials science community, the efficiency of synchrotron-radiation CL as a method for non-destructive 3D imaging of flat, laterally extended specimens has already been demonstrated in a variety of scientific areas ranging from microsystem technology [3, 4] over cultural heritage investigations [5, 6] to paleontology [7] . Recently, a first implementation of CL with neutron radiation was reported [8] providing a sensitivity to chemical elements very different from X-rays.
Here, we present the fundamentals and the wide application field of neutron and synchrotron CL. Due to different contrast modes of X-ray and neutron attenuation or X-ray phase contrast [9, 10] and spatial resolutions ranging from about 100 down to 0.5 lm a wide research area can be addressed. Selected examples from microtechnology and materials science are reported. Some of them highlight the peculiar interest of the method for in-situ measurements of large planar specimens where engineering-relevant boundary conditions have to be met. For example in the transportation industry, critical structures are increasingly made with laminated fibre-reinforced polymer composite materials. To reduce the time and cost associated with product development, dedicated tools for reliable damage prediction are in high demand. Also for aluminium alloys in aerospace applications the understanding of fracture mechanisms is crucial for material improvement and achievement of lighter structures leading to higher fuel efficiency [11] .
In this work, the in-situ investigation of crack propagation under mechanical loading in typical engineering materials in the form of flat sheets is illustrated by examples of carbon-fibre composite panels and of aluminium plates.
Experimental procedure
In Fig. 1 , a typical CT setup at synchrotron/neutron facilities is shown (a) and compared to the setup for CL (b). Both methods rely on the acquisition of projection data of the specimen at different rotation angles and a subsequent computer-based reconstruction. CT allows artefact-free reconstruction if the specimen does not exceed the lateral field of view of the 2D detector. For parallel-beam illumination as encountered with synchrotron or neutron imaging setups (the source usually is far from the specimen), the specimen can be elongated along the direction of the rotation axis without creating additional artefacts.
In the case of CL, the specimen is extended in two dimensions (i. e. plate-like) and a region of interest (ROI) is imaged at the crossing of beam, rotation axis and specimen. The size of this ROI depends on the field of view of the 2D detector.
Parallel-beam CT performs a complete sampling of the 3D Fourier domain of the specimen (up to a certain resolution limit) if the projection data is not truncated for any projection direction and if reliable projection data can be acquired over at least 1808 rotation angle. Therefore, synchrotron CT is in principle able to yield artefact-free cross-sections for specimens which are compact or (at most) one-dimensionally elongated (see dotted sample in Fig. 1a) . If the specimen is extended in two dimensions, however, the specimen attenuates almost completely the radiation for rotation angles close to parallel to the surface so that projection data are not reliable. This de facto limited-angle CT is known to lead to imaging artefacts which can be quite disturbing for the evaluation of the reconstructed cross sections [12] .
Synchrotron CL on the other hand intrinsically leaves vacancies in the Fourier domain [13] which inevitably leads to imaging artefacts. Due to the better coverage of the Fourier domain (for a given maximum specimen inclination angle) and isotropic shape around the rotation axis, however, these artefacts are often less disturbing than those of limited-angle CT. For 3D image reconstruction using parallel-beam data [14] , filtered backprojection is employed paying attention to preserve the sampled spatial frequencies as much as possible [13] . Parallel and distributed computation techniques [15] are used to accelerate the reconstruction process.
We performed the synchrotron experiments at ANKA's laminography instrument [16] installed at beamline ID19 of the ESRF [17] , Grenoble. Neutron laminography was carried out at the ANTARES instrument [18] of the FRM-II research reactor of the Technische Universität München.
Depending on the detector resolution (i. e. on the width of the detector and its point-spread function in terms of pixels), typically 900 to 2 400 projections were taken.
For the synchrotron in-situ experiments under mechanical loading, a testing rig [19, 20] was installed on the rotation stage. Anti-buckling devices were used to prevent outof-plane torsion of the specimens under load. The mechanically loaded specimens were prepared with sizes of approximately 70 · 60 mm 2 and one 30 to 40 mm long notch where the cracks could initiate. Figure 2a shows a 3D rendering of three solder joints (bump bonds) of a flip-chip bonded device. The PbSn microstructure of the solder is clearly visible from the reconstructed slice (b). The voids (dark regions inside the bumps) reduce the conductive cross-section and are defects which should be avoided during the bump-bonding process.
Results
Imaging via neutron CL of such electronic components and interconnections is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Unlike X-ray imaging, attenuation of the transmitted beam is now high for the polymers contained in the printed circuit board (PCB), packaging and the capacitors. The interconnections are now weakly absorbing which can be seen in the dark spots in (c) where the capacitors' legs are soldered to the PCB. Figure 4 shows a 3D representation of the void evolution in an AA2139 alloy sheet of data obtained via a synchrotron CL in-situ observation. Only voids and the initial notch are made visible here in a 140 lm thick slice around the sheet's central plane.
An ROI at the notch tip of a mechanically loaded carbonfibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) specimen imaged by synchrotron laminography is shown in Fig. 5 . Inside the volume one can clearly distinguish the damaged microstructure showing 08-ply cracks as well as transverse ply cracks (TPCs).
Discussion
The defects in the flip-chip bump bonds identified as voids (see Fig. 2 ) should be avoided to ensure high reliability under electrical operation with elevated current densities and thermal cycling. In-situ investigation of the voids and their evolution under current stressing enables life time predictions of such interconnections [21] . Neutron CL has just emerged as a technique [8] . Its main advantages are related to the neutron attenuation coefficients which can be very different compared to their X-ray counterparts for the different chemical elements. Spatial resolutions much better than 50 lm are difficult to obtain and may be considered as a drawback for the investigation of microstructured materials.
For engineering alloys, substantial attention has been drawn to micromechanical damage mechanisms and crack path in combination with the microstructure over the last decades [22 -24] . These mechanisms have been observed via post mortem fractography assessment or via arrested cracks also involving 3D synchrotron CT [25 -27] . Although damage mechanisms have been studied in-situ and in three dimensions within the material via CT [28] revealing novel insights at the micrometre scale, this technique has its limitation with respect to specimen size that is typically of the order of 1 mm in diameter for the aimed resolutions and hence does not allow one to study ductile crack initiation and propagation. The plastic zone size may be extended over several millimetres in engineering components, but also for the simple sheet geometry, which cannot be reproduced in such CT investigations. Via the CL observations described, however, these aspects and mechanisms can be studied efficiently. For example, the growth of voids between Fig. 4a and b can be seen ahead of the notch as well as the coalescence of two big voids and the notch. Voids around the notch reorient in a direction that is tangential to the notch radius. In Fig. 4c the growth of the crack can be observed with crack branching. A reduction in void growth between the initiation region and the propagation can be discerned. These data may be analysed further in terms of void growth measurement.
The damage observed for the highly anisotropic material of CFRP in Fig. 5 reveals that 08 ply splitting is occurring at the loaded notch, ameliorating the stress concentration: in this instance a toughened resin has been used, with a corresponding inhibition of delamination between plies (only 08 ply splits and TPCs are seen in this case). By visualising the incidence and extent of specific failure modes within the sample, corresponding micromechanical models are both initialised (e. g. to include certain failure modes and interactions, whilst discounting others), and calibrated (e. g. in terms of crack opening levels, length etc.), allowing for both efficient and accurate simulation tools to be developed.
Conclusions
As has been shown, CL opens up new possibilities in materials science and microtechnology. It has clear advantages over CT when flat specimens or material samples have to be investigated non-destructively or repeatedly. Synchrotron CL provides spatial resolutions down to just below one micrometre, and resolutions on the deep-submicron scale can be achieved via X-ray focusing [29] . Where spatial resolution is not an important criterion, neutron laminography can be a valuable alternative as it has a sensitivity towards chemical elements very different compared to the sensitivity provided by X-rays.
For microstructured materials, laminography presents vital opportunities to relate structure to true engineering behaviour, as many aspects of failure and fracture are intimately linked to the length scales of crack and overall sample geometry (e. g. in terms of elastic-plastic constraint conditions). Exploiting the non-destructive nature of X-ray imaging, it then becomes possible to visualise micromechanical processes controlling real-world performance in a time resolved, three-dimensional manner for the first time. 
